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Key Findings 

  

• Despite issues from peat silt and associated increased nutrient input 

originating in the upper areas of the catchment, the Ray River system 

is producing and holding good numbers of juvenile salmonids, as 

observed during the walkover, even in highly degraded habitat.   

• The habitat of the upper river was degraded by poor water quality 

from the moorland/mountain catchment and significant habitat 

degradation through dredging, leaving a peat-lined channel for long 

sections, with a lack of coarse substrate. Where present, gravel 

habitat was compacted by fine sediment and degraded, but fish 

populations were observed in areas around the quarry. It will be vital 

to prevent negative impacts from fine sediment input from activities 

like quarrying, which has caused issues in the past.  

• Straightening and incision of the river appeared to have reduced 

accessibility to the upper reaches. Options to reinstate natural 

passage should be investigated.  

• The fished sections of the catchment are the focus of significant effort 

from angling interests. Redirecting the effort towards habitat 

improvements, rather than manicuring banks, would allow the 

recovery of essential riparian habitat. If agreement could be gained 

from the landowners, installing more fencing and undertaking tree 

planting within any fenced areas would be beneficial.  

• If access tracks are a requirement, it would be beneficial to maintain 

only a narrow path, set well back from the watercourse and allow the 

bankside vegetation to re-establish. Similarly, the removal of low 

branches over the pools is counterproductive, removing valuable fish-

holding features that it would be far better to retain.  

• Strategic willow whip planting could also be undertaken throughout 

the river to create fish-holding features, particularly in the very open 

areas and straightened, uniform sections. This will have the greatest 

benefit in the most open areas and the benefit to angling can be 

usually optimised by planting on outside bends.  
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1. Introduction   

The WTT was requested to undertake a suite of walkovers on the Ray River 

and Tullaghobegly River catchments, on behalf of Cloughaneely Angling 

Association and the Local Authority Waters Programme (LAWPRO), to 

assess current habitat conditions and make recommendations for 

improvement work that could be undertaken. This report covers the Ray 

River catchment. Site visits were undertaken over three days (19-

21/06/2022, inclusive) when river conditions were low and generally clear. 

Normal convention is applied throughout this report with respect to bank 

identification, i.e. the banks are designated left bank (LB) or right bank (RB) 

whilst looking downstream. Specific locations are identified using latitude 

and longitude (decimal e.g. 54.45737, -1.306513), which can be pasted 

straight into Google Maps to identify exact locations. Cross-references to 

figure captions within the text of the report are hyperlinked, so holding Ctrl 

and left-clicking on them will move to the location of the figure within the 

document.   

2. Background   

Table 1 – Water Framework Directive waterbody overview (Cycle 2) 

River Ray Ray Ray 

Waterbody Name Ray River Ray River Lough Agher Stream 

Waterbody ID RAY_10 
AN_CHEATHRÚ_ 

CHEANAINN_010 

LOUGH AGHER 

STREAM_10 

Catchment 
Gweebarra-

Sheephaven 
Gweebarra-Sheephaven 

Gweebarra-

Sheephaven 

River Basin District North Western North Western North Western 

Current Ecological 

Quality (most recent 

Q values) 

High* 

(Q4-5 in 2021 at 

Ray Bridge) 

Good (status 2013-2018 

- assigned by grouping 

but low confidence) 

Good (At Risk) 

(Q4 in 2021) 

WFD Risk 3rd Cycle Not at Risk Review At Risk 

Length of river 

inspected (KM) 
6.5 

*Note Station RS38D040100 in Upper Ray was assessed at Q3-4 Moderate Status in 2021.  

Based on this value, the Ray_010 waterbody would have been expected to only acheive 

Moderate status, in line with the ‘one out–all out’ principle. 

https://catchments.ie 

Lough Agher Stream is classified as At Risk, having failed to meet its High 

Status Objective in the 2013-15 monitoring cycle; the specific pressure was 

not identified. The An Ceathru Cheanann_010 waterbody (along with 

several unassigned waterbodies) has been put under review, with peat 

cutting, small wastewater treatment facility, septic tanks and a quarry 

identified as possible significant pressures.

https://catchments.ie/wp-content/files/subcatchmentassessments/38_6%20Tullaghobegly_SC_010%20Subcatchment%20Assessment%20WFD%20Cycle%202.pdf


3. Habitat Assessment - Ray River catchment  

3.1. Ray River (including An Ceathru Cheanann) 

 
Figure 1 (55.088647, -8.010872). At the furthest u/s point on the Ray system 

inspected, sheep grazing was of sufficient intensity to denude riparian vegetation. 
This limits the availability of cover and terrestrial subsidies of food (invertebrates) 

and nutrients (organic matter) to the watercourses.  

 
Figure 2. The water was heavily peat-stained, with a coating of peat silt on the 

bed, suggesting peat degradation and erosion upstream. Brief inspection of aerial 
photography (Google Maps) appeared to confirm this, with significant peat erosion 
and scarring evident, possibly owing to grazing pressure around Na Leargacha.  
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Figure 3 (55.088638, -8.01102). Brief stone-turning revealed an absence of 

invertebrate life. While this was not a definitive survey and does not prove 
complete absence, there were certainly far fewer invertebrates present than 
should be expected. Water quality testing here would be beneficial to ascertain 

whether any parameters are unsuitable for invertebrates (particularly pH). 

 

 
Figure 4. While not sufficient to be destabilising the channel, the grazing pressure 
d/s was enough to prevent all but grasses and rushes from growing in most areas, 

significantly reducing the riparian and aquatic habitat quality. This also created a 
a lack of nutrient input and invertebrate food from leaf litter and other organic 

material.  
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Figure 5 (55.092022, -8.014947). In a wide, flat area of the floodplain, significant 

straightening/drainage had been undertaken. This also appeared to be increasing 
the rate of iron leaching from the ground, bringing iron-rich water to the surface, 
upon which it oxidises. The size of the watercourse here makes the cost-benefit of 

channel restoration questionable, but planting willows at strategic, alternating 
locations could assist natural channel recovery by focussing the flow.  

 
Figure 6 (55.09205, -8.015063). A ford created an obstruction to u/s fish 

movement. While this will be passable to larger fish in higher flows, it could still 
inhibit recolonisation of the area by juvenile fish from d/s or delay larger fish. The 
substrate appeared to be coarse, natural stone and capable of supporting native 

invertebrate species if the suspected water quality issues could be addressed.  
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Figure 7 (55.093038, -8.032985). In limited areas, out of the reach of sheep, 

occasional saplings had managed to become established, improving riparian 
habitat quality and providing shade and cover. However, most of the area was 
open, with a lack of a natural shade. This could be a particular issue for such a 

peat-stained watercourse, as darker, more turbid waters are more susceptible to 
solar warming. Planting willow whips in areas along the water line throughout this 

river section would be beneficial, in addition to general deciduous tree planting.  

 
Figure 8 (55.091915, -8.035233). A quarry created a high risk for fine sediment 
input, with significant volumes of fine particulates having accumulated over most 
of the tracks. Direct surface runoff from the site appeared to connect with adjacent 

drains/watercourses at certain times.  
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Figure 9 (55.092032, -8.035692). Settlement lagoons at the quarry appeared to 

be providing some retention of fine sediment, but the site was not in operation at 
the time of inspection, so the overall impact could not be assessed. The throughput 
of the lagoons when the site is in operation would merit further investigation to 

ensure that no elevated sediment discharges exit the site.  

 
Figure 10 (55.093782, -8.033707). The channel alongside the quarry appeared to 
be significantly modified/artificial, with digger bucket teeth marks evident within 

the banks. The peat channel in this section showed no signs of a natural coarse 
substrate. Finding and reinstating the river’s natural course here would be highly 
beneficial but is likely to be a costly, long-term endeavour. Even reinstating a more 

sinuous channel with gravel reintroduced would provide significant benefits. 
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Figure 11 (55.093947, -8.035148). Significant algal growth at one of the outfall 

pipes near the quarry (white ellipse). It is not known what this discharge was, but 
the algae was indicative of elevated nutrient loading.  

 

 

 
Figure 12. Grazing and realignment of the watercourse greatly reduced the habitat 

quality for extended reaches. What at first appeared to be boulders and cobbles 
within the bed were actually clumps of peat (white circle), washed into the channel 
through bank erosion; this left a scarcity of high-quality invertebrate habitat or 

salmonid spawning substrate. However, fish were observed throughout the reach 
alongside the quarry, and from there d/s.  
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Figure 13. In some areas, presumably where dredging had been undertaken less 

recently, aquatic macrophytes were present, providing some improvement in 
habitat diversity for invertebrates (in the absence of a natural coarse bed).  

 

 

 
Figure 14. The level of channel incision through past dredging has left it susceptible 

to block-failure, with large clumps of peat having collapsed from the bank in many 
places.  
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Figure 15 (55.097107, -8.038868). Looking u/s: where a buffer fence was present, 

an instant improvement in the vegetation diversity was observed, with species 
that were absent elsewhere in the grazed areas. This area of RB would be a prime 
candidate for tree planting and could be further improved with a second fence on 

the opposite LB to completely enclose the watercourse.  

 

 
Figure 16 (55.09676, -8.038825). Also within the fenced section, some semblance 
of a natural, coarse bed was observed, presumably as the channel is on or close 

to the original course at this point.  
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Figure 17. Stone-turning in the areas of coarse substrate revealed several species 

of mayfly nymph (white circle), but the accumulation of peat silt over the substrate 
from significant inputs u/s and the peat-banked channel was significant.   

 

 

 
Figure 18 (55.096678, -8.039762). Where both banks became buffer fenced, 

further improvements to riparian habitat were evident. This area would be ideal 
for additional tree planting as they would already have protection from the sheep.  
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Figure 19 (55.0969, -8.04027). Although low quality and peat-silty, some potential 

areas for salmonid spawning were observed, with gravel bars at the tails of pools. 
It would appear that at least some recruitment must be occurring in the upper 
river, here or u/s of the quarry as the channel d/s is poorly passable.  

 

 
Figure 20 (55.09693, -8.041832). The section u/s of the falls had clearly been 

straightened and incised into the bedrock, with rock spoil flanking the channel. 
Fortunately, some of the coarse cobble and boulder substrate remained in the 
channel, providing suitable substrate for some invertebrate species, although 

being too coarse for salmonid spawning.   
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Figure 21 (55.096523, -8.043082). The falls were impassable in most flows, 

having been cut steeply into the rock and bypassing what appeared to be a more 
sedate natural route to the RB side.  

 

 

 
Figure 22. Looking back u/s at the falls and current channel (solid white line) and 

suspected natural channel to the RB side (dashed white line).  
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Figure 23 (55.095465, -8.044745). At the d/s end of the buffer fencing, several 

mature willow shrubs had become established – fencing being almost vital for their 
growth as willow saplings are preferentially browsed by sheep (and deer), where 
accessible. Further livestock exclusion d/s could facilitate more trees along the Ray 

River.  

 

 
Figure 24. The impact of peat silt and other organic enrichment to the watercourse 
was evident throughout the upper river section through increased biofilm (primary 

producers, bacteria and associated exopolymers) growth on much of the in-
channel features.  
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Figure 25 Significant straightening and channel incision had been undertaken d/s 
of the falls, but a coarse cobble substrate remained present in the areas observed, 

providing some improvement over the peat channel in areas u/s around the 
quarry. 

 

 
Figure 26 (55.09955, -8.053973). A spot-check at a fording point d/s revealed a 
bifurcated channel u/s, both parts of which were carrying flow. Both were relatively 

naturalised and added to the habitat diversity of the river in this area.  
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Figure 27 (55.099742, -8.053772). Widening at the ford (and d/s) had facilitated 

the retention of smaller gravels, suitable for smaller sea trout and resident trout 
spawning. The river only appeared to be capable of retaining this size of substrate 
at bends and wider channel sections, partly owing to the channel incision and 

partly the straightening, both of which increase in-channel flow energy in many 
other areas and reduce the potential for deposition of finer material.  

 
Figure 28. The track to the ford created a source of surface runoff and fine 

sediment (as did many of the others crossing the watercourse), but it would be 
very difficult to improve these incised (therefore below the adjacent land and 
difficult to drain laterally), public access tracks.  
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Figure 29 (55.100625, -8.058512). A spot-check was made at a sizeable LB 

tributary, where the relatively natural and treelined watercourse section u/s of the 
road serves as a good template for treatment that would benefit most currently 
open, grazed sections elsewhere.  

 
Figure 30 (55.100818, -8.058383). Unsympathetic reinforcement of the R256 

road-bridge footings has left the tributary inaccessible in most flows, owing to 
shallow water over concrete steps. Fish have no potential for a free swim-through 

and no water depth from which to jump. The situation could be improved by 
removing the angular steps and installing baffles. However, the ideal solution 
would be to reinstate a natural bed and gradient beneath the bridge through 

removal of the concrete or installation of low gradient rock ramp scour protection. 
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Figure 31 (55.13005, -8.065935). A spot-check alongside residential properties 

revealed a refreshing surprise. Instead of the banks being mown and habitat 
degraded to provide access, the riparian habitat was largely untouched and 
provided high quality habitat which could be replicated on at least one, preferably 

both banks in other areas.  

 

 
Figure 32. While the area alongside the properties would be difficult to fish, the 
shade and cover provided by low-lying boughs of bankside trees is just what the 

river lacks in so many other areas. Good numbers of juvenile salmonids were 
observed in this section.  
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Figure 33 (55.14017, 8.075783). Upstream of the N56, the river was buffer fenced 

but is receiving little benefit as the grass appeared to be cut. The LB is reinforced 
with stone blocks limiting the availability of cover, but the RB supported valuable 
overhanging tree cover in places.  

 

 
Figure 34. Gravel deposition u/s of the N56 road bridge provided valuable 
substrate with good potential for salmonid spawning. Over time, the river will 
maintain an appropriate size of pool to the bend and gradient of the channel, 

mobilising or depositing gravel during large spates.  
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Figure 35. A small run out of the main flow, along the RB offered finer substrate, 

potentially suitable for smaller sea trout and resident trout spawning.  

 
Figure 36 (55.141127, -8.075728). The Pools d/s of the bridge were very open 
and lacking shade/cover for fish. This will reduce the potential for that water to 
hold fish. In high flow, fish may be caught there, but without the security of 

overhanging or in-channel cover, they are unlikely to reside there in low flows, as 
they would with the appropriate extent of cover. Boulders along the LB also disrupt 

the natural flow of the river along the bankside, reducing its fish-holding potential 
and increasing the likelihood of bank erosion. The pool could be improved by 
planting two or three feature trees at the bank toe and maintaining only a narrow 

access track, set back from the river.  
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Figure 37 (55.141392, -8.075497). A livestock drinking point created increased 

erosion and fine sediment input. Offline watering like pasture pumps or mains 
water would be beneficial; mains being the best for livestock as it avoids numerous 
waterborne pathogens, thereby increasing livestock health for the farmer. 

 
Figure 38 (55.141395, -8.074822). A valuable tree on the outside of a riffle/bend 
had been pruned and would otherwise have deflected flow and assisted with the 

formation of a deeper pool habitat. It is far better to retain low and trailing 
branches, particularly when not on an angling bank, as they will develop valuable 

fish-holding features by increasing flow diversity.  
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Figure 39. The pool d/s of the pruned tree. Note the lack of features and water 

depth here. This exposed river section will hold far fewer fish than it would with 
increased overhanging/ trailing cover and more discrete areas of scour and 
deposition. Much of this section had been dredged previously, to the detriment of 

the channel morphology and natural pool and riffle features. It is not possible to 
create sustainable pools by simply digging into a channel. Depth will always be 

governed by the flows and scour a channel receives. It is far better to diversify a 
channel by manipulating flows that will then create either scour or deposition to 
naturally maintain pool and riffle features.  

 
Figure 40 (55.141848, -8.074032). The significant potential benefit of low cover 
from this bankside alder tree has been lost due to unnecessary pruning (white 

circle). The consequence is that the area will now hold fewer fish and the 
development of a valuable larger fish-holding feature is inhibited.  
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Figure 41 (55.142038, -8.074177). Strimming of the banks is not conducive to 
high quality riparian habitat and is detrimental to the ecology of a river. Sadly, 

many poorly managed, high-profile salmon fisheries undertake such work, setting 
a bad example which many well-meaning clubs often attempt to emulate. It would 

be far better to leave an unmanaged buffer along the river, retaining the benefits 
of increased invertebrate life and food for fish, maintaining only a narrow track set 

back from the river, with access points at key locations, if necessary.  

 
Figure 42 (55.14184, -8.074053). Further signs of dredging that had left more 
over-capacity and relatively featureless channel sections. The dredging of this river 
should be ceased to allow natural geomorphological processes to repair the 

degraded pool and riffle areas. Returning some of the dredged gravel to reinstate 
the lost features to the river would also be beneficial.  
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Figure 43. At a few locations, some areas of highly valuable bankside cover were 

observed. The low vegetation along the RB, in combination with the predominant 
flow provides an excellent fish-holding area (white ellipse). This kind of feature 
should be preserved and developed elsewhere to provide increased cover for fish 

within the reach and increase angling opportunities. Unlike the open, over-
managed areas elsewhere, this area is likely to hold fish for much longer periods 

and could be enhanced further by planting one or two additional bankside trees to 
be allowed to grow over the water.  

 
Figure 44 (55.142772, -8.07345). Most anglers should appreciate the importance 
of the low sycamore bough in this shot as a fish-holding feature (white circle). This 

should be retained at all costs and other trees preserved to replicate the feature 
in other areas along the river (with additional planting where necessary).  
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Figure 45 (55.143108, -8.073837). A stand of Japanese knotweed had recently 

been strimmed. This highly invasive and easily dispersible species can propagate 
from pieces as small as a thumbnail, so strimming is highly counterproductive, 
massively increasing its rate of spread. Any knotweed stands should be treated 

with herbicide by a licensed operative. 

 
Figure 46. Another very unnatural looking pool towards the d/s end of the section. 
It is not completely clear what has been undertaken here, but it appeared as 

though it was the result of further invasive dredging work. The over-capacity 
channel now lacks the variability that natural gravel bars would provide. If left to 
recover, natural sediment transport and deposition within the reach should start 

to improve the channel dimensions and restore habitat quality, thereby improving 
the angling prospects.  
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Figure 47. Riverbed material dredged out and incorporated within the bank 

alongside a now uniform pool that lacks water depth along the bank, where fish 
should lie. The material does seem to be re-vegetating, but the inorganic bed 
material will never fully bind with vegetation and will always be susceptible to 

erosion in high flow.  

 
Figure 48 (55.142505, -8.067398). A tributary of the lower river was crossed on 

the N56, so a brief spot-check was undertaken there. As is often the case, the 
bridge footings were raised and created a small obstruction, with the long run of 

shallow water also reducing passability, particularly for smaller/weaker fish and 
larger fish in low flow. The ideal solution would be to reduce or regrade the d/s 
step and increase the depth under the bridge with baffles or perturbation boulders 

to diversify the flow and provide respite through the long section of uniform bed.  
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Figure 49 (55.156138, -8.075028). The lower section of the river, immediately u/s 

of the tidal reach was very uniform and over-capacity, with little discernible flow. 
The river was flanked by emergent vegetation in many areas. A low weir once 
facilitated a flow split around a large RB meander but the entrance to which had 

become almost completely choked with emergent vegetation.  

 
Figure 50 (55.158448, -8.077908). The very lowest section of the river remained 
uniformly over capacity and grazed, with sparse bankside vegetation (mainly grass 

and emergent plants) and a distinct lack of trees. Ideally, the old river channel 
should be reinstated, but even in the absence of that, some habitat improvements 
could be made by planting more trees along the bank to provide shade and cover. 

Willow (goat and grey) would be ideal as it would ultimately grow into the channel, 
providing valuable in-channel features.  
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Figure 51 (55.159192, -8.07925). The outflow from the old river channel remained 

deep and open, and reportedly no longer holds sea trout when they are running 
the river, despite the fact it used to. This is almost certainly due to the lack of flow 
now passing that route. The lack of discernible flow between either end of the 

bypassed channel, and within the dredged and straightened current channel, 
highlights the futility of the straightening as the water levels are clearly dictated 

by the naturally adjusting beach level d/s. Far from improving land drainage, the 
work has simply created a much larger wetted area of river than originally existed, 
almost certainly losing workable land. The ideal solution for all parties would be to 

reinstate a smaller, more sinuous, self-cleansing natural channel. From a fisheries 
and habitat perspective, reinstating a gravel bed and riffles throughout the lower 

fields to the tidal limit would also be highly beneficial.  
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Figure 52. The old, largely cut-off channel remained open in the middle section, 

but there was no discernible flow or coarse substrate. If flow were prioritised down 
this route and coarse substrate installed to reinstate the lost riffles, habitat here 
could be greatly improved. Restoring at least the cut-off meander would be 

beneficial.  

3.2. Lough Agher River 

 
Figure 53 (55.1193097, -8.0480590). The furthest u/s area inspected on the 
Lough Agher River was a track crossing and ford, which created a small potential 

fine sediment input. The crossing itself was a small obstacle but appeared to be 
passable to most fish in most flows (NB This is u/s of any migratory fish access, 

but resident trout will still pass).  
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Figure 54. The Lough Agher River appeared to be one of the most important areas 

of the Ray catchment, where water quality and habitat diversity appeared to be 
greater than most, if not all, other areas. This upper section was sheep grazed and 
lacked trees/bankside vegetation, but the in-channel habitat was good quality, 

with some beneficial cover from bankside bracken and gorse.  

 

 

 
Figure 55 (55.121373, -8.052543). A significant waterfall naturally prevents 
salmon or sea trout access further u/s to the upper river or Lough.  
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Figure 56. The highest quality substrate habitat observed in the Ray River 

catchment was in this area of the Lough Agher River, and although there was still 
a strong influence from peat, the substrate quality was much higher than other 
areas, with far less peat silt, even in slower pool areas. This is possibly partly due 

to the stabilising effect of Lough Agher on flow and sediment input. Compared to 
other areas of the catchment, scarring of the peat from cutting and grazing also 

appeared a little less, from aerial photography (Google Maps) and the associated 
scarring seemed further recovered. 

 
Figure 57 (55.12142, -8.053108). Although valuable low cover was available, a 
lack of bankside trees/shrubs and herbaceous vegetation diversity was observed. 

Note the closely cropped grass, right up to the river’s edge, among other less 
palatable plants. Buffer fencing here would further improve the bankside 

vegetation.  
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Figure 58. Where the occasional trees were present, other benefits could also be 

seen. Here, with relatively natural channel dimensions, flow deflection and energy 
dissipation from the bankside willow had facilitated valuable gravel deposition d/s.  
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Figure 59. The higher quality substrate and water quality (suspected) was reflected 

in the invertebrate communities, with the greatest diversity and abundance 
observed here; with cased and caseless caddis (top) and mayfly nymphs of the 
family Baetidae (middle) and Heptageniidae (bottom) families.   
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Figure 60 (55.121067, -8.054822). Although the in-channel habitat was generally 

good, signs of relatively recent degradation were observed in the form of dredging, 
with spoil heaps adjacent to the river. For the negligible improvement to land 
drainage at this point of the catchment, this is highly inappropriate management.  

 

 

 
Figure 61. Aquatic vegetation was present on the Lough Agher River, providing 
valuable cover for juvenile fish and invertebrates.  
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Figure 62. Larger pools, maintained naturally by scour offered holding water for 

larger resident trout and returning migratory fish, with the natural riffles at the 
d/s ends offering potential for spawning. This river section reportedly used to be 
very sandy/silty and open, owing to grazing, but seems to have recovered 

somewhat with lower intensity sheep grazing. Buffer fencing would allow a more 
natural diversity of herbaceous vegetation to develop, but this is a lower priority 

than most other currently grazed areas observed.  

 

3.3. Yellow River  

 
Figure 63 (55.150203, -8.04215). The furthest u/s point inspected on the Yellow 

River towards Derryreel Lough was an artificial impoundment and associated 
barrier to fish movement, created seemingly as a vehicle wash.  
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Figure 64 . Aerial photography (Google Maps) appears to show that the river was 
split into two channels to provide water to the washing point. The vehicle wash is 

highlighted with a white circle. Neither of the channels appeared to be particularly 
natural, suggesting past realignment too. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 65 (55.150243, -8.04217). A large portion of the flow now passes via a 
perched pipe that is completely impassable.  
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Figure 66 (55.15043, -8.042422). Further d/s, the watercourse also flows through 

another poorly passable culvert. Owing to the overgrown nature of the area with 
vegetation, it was very difficult to ascertain the status of the other channel, but at 
least one of the channels is impassable, but has sufficient attraction flow to draw 

fish up it. It may also be that the other channel is now impassable/poorly passable. 
Further investigation is required into this issue.  

 

 
Figure 67 (55.149703, -8.049515). A spot-check from a small road bridge revealed 

reasonably good riparian habitat, free from livestock access.  
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Figure 68 (55.149387, -8.049808). Further d/s from the road bridge, riparian 

habitat remained reasonably good, but the channel appeared straightened and 
lacking pools.  

 

 

 
Figure 69. The substrate was coarse and relatively free from fine sediment, partly 

owing to the relatively straight channel and steep valley, but algal growth on areas 
of the substrate indicated a level of enrichment.  
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Figure 70 (55.148997, -8.061917). A spot check was undertaken at a livestock 

ford, within a well treed channel section. The crossing point appeared lightly used 
and was sited over bedrock so posed minimal issues.  

 

 

 
Figure 71 (55.148728, -8.062632). A section of the river was then walked from 

the N56 road bridge, d/s. The bridge appeared to allow swim-through conditions 
for fish.  
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Figure 72 (55.148752, -8.06376). Livestock access to the watercourse in the fields 

d/s was resulting in areas of bank poaching and was sufficient to suppress the 
growth of bankside vegetation. However, mature trees were present along many 
areas of the bank.  

 

 

 
Figure 73. In some areas, less palatable species provided valuable bankside cover 
and shade, contributing to reasonably good quality habitat, although the channel 
was clearly realigned/straightened and therefore lacking the more significant 

depth variation and pools it should otherwise support. 
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Figure 74 (55.149205, -8.068042). Looking back u/s from a farm access bridge, 

the watercourse was buffer fenced, providing a good opportunity for bankside 
vegetation to develop; however, most of the trees had been cut back recently. The 
regrowing stools should be preserved and allowed to grow back into trees. Note 

how open and exposed the reach now is, with the straightened channel and 
consequently shallow water, it is highly susceptible to solar warming.  

 
Figure 75 (55.149208, -8.068037). D/s of the bridge, the same issue was evident. 

Without structure in the channel or bends to increase flow diversity a watercourse 
has little potential to scour or deposit discrete bed features. The relatively uniform 
flow will simply flush bed material through at high flows, particularly within an 

incised channel. Both sections would therefore benefit from the installation of 
woody material within the channel to help scour deeper pool features.  
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3.3.1. Yellow River (Tributary, Nr Drumlesk Lough) 

 
Figure 76 (55.149368, -8.02066). A spot-check was undertaken towards the upper 
end of the tributary at a road bridge, where the channel u/s resembled little more 

than a field drain but was at least buffer fenced. Past dredging had left the channel 
uniform and over-capacity, which will ultimately lead to increased sediment 
deposition and encroachment/choking with emergent vegetation. Ideally this 

watercourse would be restored to a more sinuous channel, but even reducing the 
extent of the dredging and creating discrete narrowing/pinch-points with woody 

material or small stands of vegetation would be beneficial.  

 
Figure 77. Amazingly, the small pool immediately u/s of the bridge did hold at 
least one trout parr that was observed using polarised sunglasses.  
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Figure 78. A road drain discharging to the pool immediately d/s of the bridge 

demonstrates the issues associated with peatland drains. This channel will almost 
certainly erode and supply elevated volumes of peat silt, and therefore nutrients, 
in wet conditions.   

 

 
Figure 79. D/s of the bridge, the consequences of over-dredging a channel were 
evident, with the latter stages of recolonisation by emergent vegetation and grass 
almost completely choking the channel in low flow. This is what will ultimately 

occur u/s too. It’s amazing that trout are still inhabiting the area though; 
testament to their tenacity and adaptability.  
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Figure 80. Drumlesk Lough is a small waterbody that supplies a portion of the 

tributary’s flow.  

 

 

 
Figure 81. The actual outflow from the lough was not inspected, but it was one of 
several small, ditched watercourses contributing flow. The ones that were 

inspected appeared to be heavily degraded, straightened and uniform capacity, 
with little discernible flow diversity.  
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Figure 82 (55.151658, -8.04248). The heavily modified and degraded channel 

continued d/s past Cassidy Brothers’ Concrete Quarry site, but trout were observed 
from this road bridge, demonstrating the importance of maintaining free access 
for fish, even into areas of heavily degraded habitat, as certain life stages may still 

utilise them. While only a small amount of potential salmonid spawning substrate 
was observed in this tributary, scattered un-dredged sections may remain where 

sufficient coarse material is retained. It is also possible that spawning occurs 
further u/s or d/s, in areas of more favourable habitat. 

4. Summary 

With limited visits to both the Tullaghobegly and Ray rivers the time was 

spent in areas of the catchments selected by Cloughaneely AA, with the 

assessment based on the habitat observed at those locations. Among the 

observations made, several issues were recurring and many of the 

recommendations can be applied around the catchments.  

Strimming of the riverbanks is counterproductive activity that denudes 

bankside habitat for many terrestrial insect species and the adult stages of 

many aquatic species, all of which provide food for trout and salmon, so 

only mowing much smaller access tracks set back from the rivers would be 

beneficial.  Similarly, reducing livestock access to the watercourses would 

be beneficial, to allow more diverse riparian vegetation and tree 

regeneration to occur. Pruning low branches of bankside trees, particularly 

along the non-fishing banks should also be avoided as it will only remove 

valuable fish-holding features. Peatland drainage, grazing and cutting, and 

associated degradation of the peat, increases silt and nutrient input to the 

rivers. If these damaging peat practices have to continue, watercourses 

should be avoided and protected, with drains only discharging via well-

vegetated soakaways, not directly to surface watercourses.  



5. Recommendations  

The scoring priority takes into account the ease of initiating the recommendation, not just the severity of the issue, so simple, 

easily achievable improvements may score as highly as major, important to address issues.   

Observation Recommendation Priority 

1-3 

Coordinates 

(Lat/Long) 

Figure 1. Livestock 

grazing 
Install buffer fencing 3 

u/s and d/s of 

55.088647, -8.010872 

Figure 2. Livestock 

grazing in headwaters 

Reduce grazing pressure/intensity in Ray River 

headwaters on mountain (Na Leargacha area). This 

may be difficult to achieve but is likely to be 

required to facilitate recovery of the peatland. 

1 
U/s of 55.088647, -

8.010872 

Figure 3. Suspected poor 

water quality 

Collect and analyse water samples, with specific 

attention to potential low pH 
1 55.088638, -8.01102 

Figure 5. Open, 

straightened channel 

Willow planting along waterline to assist natural 

recovery 
2 

u/s of  

55.092022, -8.014947 

Figure 6. Obstruction  Sink ford below bed level 2 55.09205, -8.015063 

Figure 7. Occasional 

bankside shrubs 

Replicate this occurrence throughout the upper Ray 

River. 

Undertake additional specific planting with willows 

along the waterline to create feature trees and 

assist natural recovery of the channel. Some 

benefits could be achieved even without buffer 

fencing.  

1/2 

U/s and d/s of  

55.097107, -8.038868 
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Observation Recommendation Priority 

1-3 

Coordinates 

(Lat/Long) 

Figure 10. Channel 

straightening 

Further investigation into the options for major 

channel restoration in the section alongside the 

quarry 

1 

Extended section u/s 

and d/s of 

55.093782, -8.033707 

Figure 11. Discharge of 

enriched water  
Investigate the source/report as potential pollution 2 55.093947, -8.035148 

Figure 15. Opportunity for 

tree planting in buffer 

• Undertake planting with native deciduous 

species 

• Buffer other side of the watercourse and 

plant trees to capitalise upon benefits  

• Undertake additional specific planting with 

willows along the waterline to create feature 

trees and assist natural recovery of the 

channel  

1/2 55.097107, -8.038868 

Figure 18. Buffer fenced 

section 
Undertake planting 1/2 55.096678, -8.039762 

Figure 21 & Figure 22. 

Straightened watercourse  

Further investigation to ascertain whether the 

straightening has, as suspected, reduced the 

accessibility of the upper river to fish.  

1 55.096523, -8.043082 

Figure 23. End of buffer 

fencing 
Extend buffer fencing d/s 2 55.095465, -8.044745 
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Observation Recommendation Priority 

1-3 

Coordinates 

(Lat/Long) 

Figure 30. Obstruction at 

bridge footings on 

tributary 

Seek improvements by reinstating a natural bed 

and gradient beneath the bridge or at least install 

a fish easement 

1 55.100818, -8.058383 

Figure 33. Strimmed 

riverbank 

Cease cutting of bankside vegetation, instead, 

maintaining only a narrow access track 
1 55.14017, 8.075783 

Figure 36. Strimmed 

riverbank 

• Cease cutting of bankside vegetation, 

instead, maintaining only a narrow access 

track 

• Plant 1-3 trees along the bank 

1 55.141127, -8.075728 

Figure 37. Livestock 

drinking bay 

Provide alternative watering (mains water, pasture 

pump, gravity feed etc) 
2 55.141392, -8.075497 

Figure 38. 

Counterproductive tree 

pruning 

Cease pruning bankside trees, particularly on non-

fishing bank 
1 55.141395, -8.074822 

Figure 40. 

Counterproductive tree 

pruning 

Cease pruning bankside trees, particularly on non-

fishing bank 
1 55.141848, -8.074032 

Figure 41. Strimmed 

riverbank 

• Cease cutting of bankside vegetation, 

instead, maintaining only a narrow access 

track 

• Plant 1-3 trees along the bank 

1 55.142038, -8.074177 
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Observation Recommendation Priority 

1-3 

Coordinates 

(Lat/Long) 

Figure 42. Signs of past 

channel dredging 

• Cease all dredging of the channel and allow 

the natural channel morphology to recover 

• Return some of the dredged material to the 

river, to reinstate lost gravel bar/riffle 

features 

1 55.14184, -8.074053 

Figure 45. Strimmed 

riverbank (including 

Japanese knotweed 

• Cease cutting of bankside vegetation, 

instead, maintaining only a narrow access 

track 

• Under no circumstances strim knotweed. 

This highly invasive non-native species 

should be treated with herbicides by a 

licenced operative 

1 55.143108, -8.073837 

Figure 48. Obstruction on 

tributary 

Ease the step and increase water depth across the 

footings 
2 55.142505, -8.067398 

Figure 50. Lack of trees 

and in-channel structure 

Tree planting along the riverbank. Willow and 

sallow would be ideal for this. The work could even 

be done as a short-term improvement alongside 

aspirations to reinstate the cut-off meander 

1 

Throughout the lower 

Ray River, u/s from 

the tidal limit 

Figure 51. Straightened 

watercourse  

• Reinstate the entire river flow to the old 

channel through a river restoration project 

• Reinstate riffles/gravel bed features to the 

extended and dredged and degraded lower 

river section u/s from the tidal limit 

1 

55.156138, -8.075028 

- 

55.159192, -8.07925 
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Observation Recommendation Priority 

1-3 

Coordinates 

(Lat/Long) 

Figure 57. Livestock 

access 

Install buffer fencing. This is a relatively lowish 

priority, as the habitat is already better than many 

other areas.  

2/3 55.12142, -8.053108 

Fig 60. Dredging Seek cessation of all dredging  1 55.121067, -8.054822 

Figure 65. Impassable 

man-made obstruction on 

Yellow River 

• Reinstate free fish passage on all 

watercourses 

• Owing to overgrown (with vegetation) 

nature of the area, further investigation 

would be beneficial outside the growing 

season to ascertain the exact watercourse 

layout and passability 

1 55.150203, -8.04215 

Figure 66. Obstruction on 

Yellow River 

• Reinstate free fish passage on all 

watercourses 

• Owing to overgrown (with vegetation) 

nature of the area, further investigation 

would be beneficial outside the growing 

season to ascertain the exact watercourse 

layout and passability 

1 55.15043, -8.042422 

Figure 72. Livestock 

access 
Install buffer fencing 2 55.148752, -8.06376 
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Observation Recommendation Priority 

1-3 

Coordinates 

(Lat/Long) 

Figure 74 & Figure 75. 

Inappropriate tree 

felling/removal 

• Allow stool regrowth to provide much-

needed shade and cover to watercourse.  

• Install woody material/flow deflectors to 

diversify bed morphology 

1 55.149205, -8.068042 

Figure 76 & Figure 79. 

Straightened/ditched 

watercourse 

• Ideally, channel restoration, although owing 

to the size and feasibility this may not be 

cost beneficial 

• Allow/facilitate development of a more 

natural low-flow channel that would be self-

cleansing  

2 

U/s and d/s of  

55.149368, -8.02066 

 

On upland catchments like the Ray and Tullaghobegly, installing buffer fencing/livestock exclusion for the watercourse is 

always going to be a high priority and ubiquitous recommendation, along with maintaining any existing fences.  

In addition to the planting recommended within buffer fenced areas, it may be beneficial to undertake planting with willow 

whips/cuttings in areas along the bank face of less accessible river sections, wherever they occur, to provide low cover for fish.  

This kind of natural in-channel structure can also, ultimately, help to restore the dimensions of a channel by enhancing areas of 

scour and deposition.  

It would also be beneficial to campaign more widely for reduced grazing pressure on the upland areas of the catchment, to 

reduce the impacts of increased erosion and incision of the peat that is occurring. Similarly, far more could be done to protect 

the river from peat infiltration by ensuring that cutting and drainage of the peat is limited (prevented ideally) and any water 

drained from the peat is attenuated in soak-aways, rather than being allowed directly back to any watercourses.  

 

 



6. Further assistance   

The WTT may be able to offer further assistance such as:    

• Further walkovers 

• The WTT can undertake further investigation of the tributaries 

not covered by the report.  

• Assistance installing LWM as workshops or practical days. 

• Assistance in planning or delivering any river restoration 

projects. 

The WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in video and PDF 

format on habitat management and improvement:   

www.wildtrout.org/content/wtt-publications   

We have also produced a 70-minute DVD called ‘Rivers: Working for Wild 

Trout’ which graphically illustrates the challenges of managing river habitat 

for wild trout, with examples of good and poor habitat and practical 

demonstrations of habitat improvement. Additional sections of film cover 

key topics in greater depth, such as woody debris, enhancing fish 

populations and managing invasive species.    

The DVD is available to buy for £10.00 from our website shop 

www.wildtrout.org/shop/products/rivers-working-for-wild-trout-dvd or by 

calling the WTT office on 02392 570985.   
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8. Disclaimer   

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any 

loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any 

other person, company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting 

upon guidance made in this report.   

Legal permissions must be sought before commencing work on site. These 

are not limited to landowner permissions but will also involve regulatory 

authorities and any other relevant bodies or stakeholders. Alongside 

permissions, risk assessment and adhering to health and safety legislation 

and guidance is also an essential component of any interventions or 

activities in and around your fishery.   
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